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Digital radio system has more reception glitches
Some York County fire chiefs are worried about the safety of firefighters who can't call for help.
By REBECCA LeFEVER
Daily Record/Sunday News
Posted: 04/16/2011 04:09:18 PM EDT

York, PA - Firefighters with Nashville Volunteer Fire Company were trying to put out a fire in the basement of a
home in Jackson Township earlier this month when their radios stopped working. Without the radios, they had no
way to call for help or hear commands.
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"It's one of the worst situations to be in," said Fire Chief Bryan Flemmens.
Nashville and other departments have been dealing with communication glitches since York County 911 switched
from an antiquated analog system to a digital system. Police departments made the switch in 2008, and fire
departments cut over in 2009.
Early equipment challenges with the digital system included problems with batteries and software -- causing
county officials to conduct tests and make upgrades. York County 911 said they had identified some of the
errors that caused communication problems last year, but not everything has been fixed.
For some departments, communication problems have made safety a major concern.
The areas where radios stop working tend be where there is bad cell phone reception, said York County
spokesman Carl Lindquist.
There are about 23 towers in the county that transmit a radio signal, Lindquist said, and there are no plans for
additional towers.
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Some departments, such as Goodwill Fire Company in York Township, already know the areas where they
might lose a signal.
Earlier this week, Deputy Chief Brian Bastinello said, the department lost radio connection with
911 dispatchers while rescuing a bicyclist near Lake
Advertisement
Redman. High wires in the area have proved to be a
problem, he said.
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But sometimes departments don't know an area is a
dead zone until they get out there, which was the
case for Flemmens earlier this month.
The county has been suggesting fire departments
use an analog radio to communicate with firefighters
in a house, while an outside commander uses both a
digital and analog radio.
The analog system keeps the signal from going to a
tower, Lindquist said, and gives firefighters a
one-mile radius to communicate.
"That's like telling a firefighter that if his oxygen
doesn't work he needs to carry a second one," Bastinello said. "If something doesn't work, you get something
different. You don't double up."
But even with some problems, the county says, the digital system has some positive aspects. The old system
covered about 70 percent of the county, Lindquist said, but the digital system covers about 95 percent.
"No vendor provides 100 percent coverage everywhere," he said. "Despite that it's as good as it gets, it isn't
perfect."
Chief Steve Buffington with York Fire/Rescue Services said being able to talk with a department from one end of
the county to another has been a huge help in larger incidents where backup is needed.
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But because of heavy tower saturation in the city, he said, they haven't come across dead spots.
"What everybody needs to remember is it was never designed to operate below grade," Buffington said,
addressing how some problems are related to terrain. "It's leaps and bounds different from what we had
previously used."
Even with some radio improvements, Flemmens is worried nothing will be done to fix the dead zones. He
reported the latest incident to the county, but hasn't heard from them since.
"We are at the mercy of the county's decisions," Flemmens said. "Unfortunately, they don't always have the best
ideas."

Previous radio problems
Testing began in March to fix a patching problem that surfaced for York County 911 last year. County
spokesman Carl Lindquist said Harris -- the equipment and software provider -- has given the county a new
code to use for patching departments together on the same radio channel.
Patching is rare, Lindquist said Friday afternoon, and tends to be software based. It's unrelated to the problems
firefighters have when the radios lose a signal.
rlefever@ydr.com; 771-2088
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